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Priority Shipping. Even if you're not a fan of lowered vehicles, there is just something inherently
cool about seeing a slammed compact truck, and this custom Chevy S is a great example. This
truck started life as a Chevrolet S Xtreme , which was an appearance package that added an
aggressive body kit and offset wheels from the factory. But that wasn't enough for this owner,
who took the modifications to the next level! If this is S is pulling at your heartstrings, it will be
up for grabs at the Saratoga Auto Auction next month. As any respectable lowrider should have,
the paint and body work on this S looks amazing. You can see in the pictures how much care
went into laying down the high-quality paint, and the big six-spoke wheels and ram air hood add
a sporty look to this truck. The hard tonneau cover hides a carpeted bed and the lowrider's air
tanks and actuators and subtle pinstriping adds a custom touch, but the coolest part of this
truck's design are the Toyota Supra taillights that have been frenched into the rear valance.
Inside, this S has been almost fully customized retaining just the factory dash and door panels.
Everything else is custom including the steering wheel, center console and bucket seats, but
the highlight of this truck is what you find behind the front seats. Instead of the rear seats that
are usually found in the extended cab S, this truck has a custom housing painted to match the
exterior color for the competition-grade audio equipment. What hasn't been modified is the
truck's original powertrain consisting of GM's venerable 4. The engine compartment was
spruced up with some custom painted accents, but other than that, the drivetrain is bone stock.
And that's a good thing since this truck only has around 46, miles on the odometer. Announcing
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now. Read Buy Sell Auctions. Home News Tuners. By Jeffrey N. Ross Aug 22, Shop Tuners.
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mount. Your Listing Here. Post Ad. Cool sport trucks aren't a new invention, but many times
they're so over-styled that they stop being practical as trucks , and what's the point of that?
This Chevy C10 looks like those pickups you see on magazine covers, but Toyota motor or
small V8 available, Weld wheels, front end included, ol This Chevy C10 looks like those pickups
Custom wire spoke wheels give it a lowrider vibe and carry right-sized Firestone whitewall
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and early 90s, a new customizing phenomenon began to take hold. The mini truck had been
around since the 70s and by the 80s just about every manufacturer offered one. Mazda had the
B-series pickup, Chevrolet had transitioned from the plucky Luv to the S10 S15 for GMC ,
Toyota's mini pickup was so influential it actually changed the course of a war that was
eventually named after it. This meant that there were a lot of cheap, sturdy, and easy to modify
mini pickups were readily available. As a bonus, the beds lent themselves nicely to be lined with
bass speakers, amplifiers, and hydraulic or air ride system controls. Combine all of that with the
over the top neon graphics style of the time and the custom mini pickup lowrider was born. It
had all the elements of lowriders including dancing suspensions, wild paint jobs, and custom
paint jobs, even hopping with dancing beds and other wild custom features. Pickups eventually
got bigger, pickups like the S10 and the Ranger went away, the Tacoma got closer to full size
and the custom minitruck became less common. That was not without leaving behind a legacy
of some crazy custom jobs. Wraps and decals have allowed for a lot of wild designs to appear
on custom vehicles. This wild custom job embraces the graphic aspect of the custom mini truck
in spades. Also common for custom mini-trucks was the fiberglass camper cover over the bed.
One of the advantages of customizing a vehicle that is both cheap and readily available is that
there are plenty of donor vehicles and body sections available to cut together. A popular way
for customizers to take advantage of this was to cut two beds together to make a longer bed
with a second axle. This was so common that eventually double axle kits were available in
custom truck magazines. More often than not the second axle was a 'dummy' axle. Sometimes
you just have to leave your custom touch on everything. The doors open normal? Trunk hinges
at the back? Change it to the front like an old European sports car. The fabricator also added a
rag top and a cover for the gear and controls for the air ride in the back. This particular custom
job incorporates the modern trend of big wheels and low profile tires. One of the drawbacks of
fabrication is that most of the time your best work is covered up by bodywork. All the hard work
that went into making a clean custom frame and rigging for all the additions that were so
painstakingly done. Well, when it comes to custom mini trucks they often are useless as

pickups once the work is done, so why not get rid of that bed altogether and show off your
handy work? Lamborghini or scissor doors are popular if tacky addition on a lot of customs and
the custom mini truck is no exception. This one also features the knockoff wire wheels that are
popular with traditional lowriders. Dump truck articulation on the beds was almost a no-brainer
when it came to mini pickups and it quickly became a common addition. For this, the bed cover
takes over the role usually drafted for the fiberglass shell. First was to add a second articulator
that would move the bed to the side, then scissor lifts that would lift the bed up completely over
the truck. This makes the truck a dynamic stop light and sideshow attraction and also has the
benefit of allowing the fabricator to show off all their custom work on the frame at a show. With
the combination of elements that went into custom trucks, there was a unique illusion that
could be created. With the scissor doors, dump truck bed and hydraulics the truck can be
posed to look as if it's actually folding itself in half like a caterpillar walking. The golden flutes
are a nice custom show flair. When there are judges at a show any extra bit of showmanship
can do wonders. Lowrider hydraulics were a practical addition at first. Most states have a
clearance law on the books for how low a car can ride. Sometimes these laws were specifically
aimed at lowriders. Builders added a hydraulic system to raise and lower the car depending on
who was around. I was only a matter of time before individually controlling the hydraulics on the
wheels opened up the dancing car. The custom mini truck borrowed on a lot of lowrider and
custom traditions while embracing the style and trends of its time. With all the garish colors and
wild additions, one of the ways to stand out is to go the other way and embrace traditions. This
truck has a simple two-tone paint and white wall tires with moon-style hubs. The elegant
simplicity and cleanness of this custom really make it stand out. The dirty secret of the custom
stereos in these trucks was that they never were for the occupants. They were meant to
announce the truck's presence on the scene. Normally these installs utilized shaped MDF wood
and fiberglass to give clean looking curves and shape. For this raised stereo deck the fabricator
went for a classic wood finish which is only visible and clearly audible when raised above the
cab. Even when the custom job was done in the 21st century the paint jobs and decals were
definitely of their time. The color palette of the late 80s and early 90s featured a lot of 'dayglo'
colors. This was an evolution of the pastels of the early 80s made popular by shows like Miami
Vice , featuring colors so bright they 'glowed' in daylight. The other was the mishmash of
'neo-tribal' designs, a collection of influences from various indigenous design and tattoo
patterns. For a period of about five to ten years, custom mini trucks were everywhere. Like
import tuner cars of the late nineties and early 21st century, just about anywhere you went that
had a youth car culture would feature a number of custom mini trucks. The owner of Lengthy
didn't finish his double axle custom before the truck ended up on BringaTrailer. Lowriders have
spawned more than just custom pickups, lowrider bikes have their own scene as well. While
most custom mini trucks have eschewed their truck utility, this fabricator has still found a way
to have his custom truck also carry around his custom bike. Since the truck has been chopped
body panels cut to give the truck a lower profile the bike sits on top of the bed cover on its own
custom mount. The idea for any custom is to pop when someone sees it. That can be done with
bright colors and flashy graphics or the builder can do it the old fashion way, with chrome.
Chrome is a cost-effective and attractive way to give a custom job real shine as it literally
reflects light back. With the deep rich paint job with a polished shine and chrome highlights,
this truck manages to stand out without the garish graphics of other custom minis. The idea is
to imply that your hot rod is a ball of fire hurting down the road, a beast so powerful it catches
fire as it thunders down the road. This truck has taken the flame job and added not only day
glow coloring, but a flame infused leopard print to go with it to give it that extra 90s look. The
RV is not a hot vehicle. A full fiberglass shell replaces the bed and it expertly seems into the
look of the truck. Hot rod touches like mag-style wheels, forced induction hood, and elemental
fire separate this from the retiree set. Early digital graphics were based largely on repeated
mathematical patterns. With the rise of the home computer and the revolution that it
represented, this kind of fractal pattern began showing up a lot in popular culture. As lowriders
were particularly popular a pioneered by Hispanic communities Aztec colors and patterns were
also incredibly common on lowriders. If you ever wondered why the Chevrolet SSR was a
convertible, it was largely influenced by this trend. For most custom mini trucks, however, they
were less convertible and more a removable hard top, if they bothered to make the hard top
something they could put back on. In this case, they've taken the extended king cab and used it
to set the seating position long and low. When I was young I had a Matchbox pickup with a little
plastic lion in the bed of the pickup. When you pushed the pickup along it would turn a gear that
would make the lion 'walk' in a circle in the bed of the pickup. Of course, a lion is the size of a
full-size pickup bed, but it was neat anyway. More often associated with vans, this truck has
gone with a tiger-themed mural with a claw tearing out from the inside. Green flames are

supposed associated with healing powers and the archangel Raphael. It's also supposed to be a
way to find truth and wisdom, to take ideas and find the wisdom within them. It's also what
happens when you superheat copper into a fire. Pyro-technicians can get a cool green flame
effect by adding elements like borax to a gas flame making it green as well. Or it can be added
to a custom mini-truck to give it a cool all over flame look. Legendary car designer Harley Earle
was notorious for his signature design philosophy of 'long and low. The oversized window on
the king cab and the solid shell gives this long truck and even longer look, like a stretch panel
delivery. The builder has forgone most of the other garish touches except for the knock-off wire
wheels. Once two axles are commonplace the only way to stand out is to embrace madness and
add a third axle. Forgoing any notion that the pickup is a utility vehicle the tailgate has been
smoothed over with the nice off-kilter license plate mount and bumper delete on the end give
this ridiculous long over axled truck a clean look. The Blazer of the 70s was an enormous truck.
The early SUV sat big with its hatchback style body. When the S was introduced it came
alongside an S Blazer, sometimes referred to as a 'Baby Blazer. The S Blazer and its cousin the
S Jimmy were not super powerful but they lent themselves to the custom look with most of the
same parts you could get for the S Before the S the mini pickup flag for Chevy was the Luv. The
Luv was even smaller and came in fleetside and stepside. Luvs have since become popular with
the drag strip crowd for their low weight and spacious engine bay able to accept more powerful
V8 engines. Not all of them made it to the drag strip, some of them got turned into lowrider
customs. This one features a long-standing lowrider custom touch, a pinstriped hood. Before
there was wrap, there was airbrush. For custom vans of the 70s and most lowriders, the
airbrush is the true sign of customization, no two airbrushes can be alike. It could be argued
that in some cases the focus of the build was the airbrushing and the car was merely the canvas
that the artist had chosen. In this case, a retro science fiction look with influences from H.
Geiger went into the all over airbrush mural. First race car at age 5, lover of oddball classics,
driver of Veronica the Bus. By Ryan Carbrey Published Jul 11, Share Share Tweet Email
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